Day 1 :

Arrival in Hanoi

Upon arrival, your tour guide will escort you to the transport for
your transfer to Hanoi Golf Club for your first golf game. Located
up north and open for play in November 2006, this golfing gem has
been strategically designed with trademark Japanese attention to
detail over a vast 108 hectares of gentle, sloping terrain. The
founding goal was to build a world-class championship golf course
on the hillsides of North Hanoi, and at a lengthy 7,301 yards, what
Hanoi Golf Club has today is a solid mature course beautiful to
behold and a challenge to play.

Day 2 :

Hanoi

(Breakfast)

Today’s golf is at the 36 hole King’s Island Golf Resort. Getting
there is by way of boat, as the Lakeside Course spans two islands
in a reservoir. No surprise then that water, in numerously varied
ways, is a central feature, with many of the hidden greens
requiring accurate carries over the lake or swampy terrain. On the
Mountainview course, the 12th hole is an interesting dogleg right
par 4 with bunkers grouped at the bend to prevent all but long
hitters from cutting the corner. Big hitters hoping for a short iron
in have to nail one straight over the bend, or be caught out by a fairway bunker on the left. Whichever the
course, King’s Island challenges and excites all levels of players.

Day 3 :

Hanoi

(Breakfast)

Golf at Tam Dao Golf Resort high in the mountains. The modern
resort-style course plays through a series of lakes and streams, its
immaculate fairways and undulating, generous greens winding its
way through the natural terrain. Approach shots are the key to
scoring well here, many of which are to elevated and well-guarded
greens. The best hole, the par 5, 1st, requires either a lay-up short
of a water hazard some 200 yards from the green, or for long
hitters to go for the green in two. However, a large tree fronting
the green’s left catches out shots that can’t clear its top branches. With double cut fairways, white sand
bunkers, and close cut greens and fringes, Tam Dao Golf Resort is a real treat to play for its excellent
course maintenance.

Day 4 :

Departure from Hanoi

(Breakfast)

At the scheduled time, transfer to the airport for your homebound flight.

